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Holland Views – UK Plc

Recipe for a boom/Banking Lollapalooza
“Be fearful when others are greedy and greedy when others are fearful” Buffett
In the summer we used the above quote to typify the mood of UK investors and thus the resulting
investment opportunities that presented themselves. Five months later we think the potential
building blocks for a mini economic boom in the UK are now present. Rather than drowning
ourselves in yet more political scenario painting let’s start with the opportunity in UK banking
shares.

UK Banking Lollapalooza
Charlie Munger uses the term "Lollapalooza" for when multiple drivers, biases, or
mental models act in compound way with each other, at the same time, in the same
direction creating an extreme outcome.
We think there is a potential significant turnaround possibility in UK banking shares (plus others
exposed to a UK economic recovery). Whilst our past work has been on Lloyds and RBS, we
have now also looked at Barclays and Bank of Ireland – We think all look compelling
investments. We have a simple future IRR calc for each bank giving our best guess expected
returns from each. These currently suggest >20% investor IRR for these companies over the next
3 years i.e. c.100% upside. Importantly these guesstimates assume each company still ends the
period on modest PE’s.
NB. Whilst they are just simple extrapolations of ROE’s and compounding, such models served
us well in our modelling of US banking shares ahead of their 2015-7 recovery.
Why the UK banking sector looks so compelling: In short:
 The sectors starting point is one of investor hatred due to the 2008 crisis.
 Due to this the companies are not being valued off of their likely future
cashflows/dividend streams.
o UK banking valuations are backward looking – i.e. towards the crisis, thus they
are valued in reference to tangible book levels.
o The US banking sector is now rightly valued off of its earnings power.
 Protracted UK PPI costs have meant this view has become reinforced as the companies
could not pay out the size of dividends that underlying profits would suggest, as the US
banks now do.
o US banks have been paying out c.100% of net income for the past 3-4 years with
their regulators blessing. This was the catalyst that changed investor perceptions.
 The US sector’s rise post the Trump election is the perfect example of what can happen
to banking share prices if, post an election, there is a reversal in economic mood/outlook
and a reduction in political risk.
 Record low interest rates convince many that Returns on Tangible Equity (ROTE) in
banking will trend ever lower. However:
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Interest rates are not an independent variable of the economic outlook – they are
a circular expression of the already depressed sentiment visible elsewhere.
o Each of the bigger UK banks has a core consumer business that currently makes
c.20% ROTE even at current low interest rates. A focus on these divisions should
ensure reasonable ROTE can still be made (we are only assuming 9-13% ROTE).
o Technology is helping bigger banks be more dominant, not less due to the cost
advantage of it being released over a bigger scale of customers
Current valuations only need modest ROTE (i.e. around those already being achieved by
each company on an underlying basis) to be achieved for the shares to be very attractive
to equity investors
o E.g. RBS made an underlying ROTE in 2018 of 11%. On a tangible book value
per share of 276p, this results in EPS of 30p.
o US precedents suggests there is no reason why all of this could not be paid out to
shareholders and yet it represents a 13% earnings yield on today’s share price
(230p).
US investors should be playing a role in buying these UK bank shares, but for now they
are too fearful of Brexit and Corbyn and are not close enough to the UK grass roots to
assess the real risk of either causing an economic shock. As the first (Brexit) is settled
and the second (Corbyn) is defeated, and then likely is forced to resign, that outlook could
change considerably and quickly.
o On this point it is interesting to reflect the arrival of Ed Bramson, the activist, at
Barclays - Having now looked more closely at Barclays we agree with his stance.
I.e. the core of Barclays is a good business. Thus, it is a classic Munger ‘cut out
the cancer’ to leave a healthy patient.
o The UK banking sector is crying out for activists to get involved in it, but the
only one is Bramson at Barclays. Maybe a Brit now based in New York has the
advantage of being able to see the Brexit risk for what it is/isn’t.
o Were Barclays in any other sector there would be a queue of activists backing the
Bramson view we believe. Maybe more turn up post stability in UK Plc
emerging.
o





Politics and Economics
Clearly our assessment of the General Election outcome plays a significant role in our conviction
here. YES, IT DOES.
 But our view is not informed by optimism (indeed the piece we wrote in January told of
our fears for a Corbyn Government and the then dangerously high probability of it).
o Our view is informed from listening to the wider population of this country in
recent weeks. Many of which are now switching in large numbers from Labour
party support to a Tory support due to the desire for Brexit resolution and perhaps
a dawning realisation of how extreme labour policies are likely to be.
o This is the case among both those who voted Leave AND Remain.
 The most likely outcome from the election is thus an outright, and potentially large,
Conservative majority government we believe. However recent votes
(Trump/Brexit/2016 election) have not gone the way of the polls so investors are loath to
invest accordingly. Listening to grass roots people’s views could have informed that these
past actual outcomes were more likely than pollsters suggested. Such listening today
produces the conviction attached to a strong Tory majority, not the opposite.
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Disclaimer
This document does not consist of investment research as it has not been prepared in accordance with UK legal
requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research. Therefore even if it contains a research
recommendation it should be treated as a marketing communication and as such will be fair, clear and not misleading
in line with Financial Conduct Authority rules. Holland Advisors is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. This presentation is intended for institutional investors and high net worth experienced investors who
understand the risks involved with the investment being promoted within this document. This communication should
not be distributed to anyone other than the intended recipients and should not be relied upon by retail clients (as defined
by Financial Conduct Authority). This communication is being supplied to you solely for your information and may
not be reproduced, re-distributed or passed to any other person or published in whole or in part for any purpose. This
communication is provided for information purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer or solicitation to buy
or sell any security or other financial instrument. Any opinions cited in this communication are subject to change
without notice. This communication is not a personal recommendation to you. Holland Advisors takes all reasonable
care to ensure that the information is accurate and complete; however no warranty, representation, or undertaking is
given that it is free from inaccuracies or omissions. This communication is based on and contains current public
information, data, opinions, estimates and projections obtained from sources we believe to be reliable. Past performance
is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The content of this communication may have been disclosed to the
issuer(s) prior to dissemination in order to verify its factual accuracy. Investments in general involve some degree of
risk therefore Prospective Investors should be aware that the value of any investment may rise and fall and you may
get back less than you invested. Value and income may be adversely affected by exchange rates, interest rates and other
factors. The investment discussed in this communication may not be eligible for sale in some states or countries and
may not be suitable for all investors. If you are unsure about the suitability of this investment given your financial
objectives, resources and risk appetite, please contact your financial advisor before taking any further action. This
document is for informational purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer or solicitation to buy the securities
or other instruments mentioned in it. Holland Advisors and/or its officers, directors and employees may have or take
positions in securities or derivatives mentioned in this document (or in any related investment) and may from time to
time dispose of any such securities (or instrument). Holland Advisors manage conflicts of interest in regard to this
communication internally via their compliance procedures.
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